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A: i've found the solution a correction is .
set the system variables like this: set

$proxyusername=$proxyuser set
$proxypassword=$password set

$proxyhost=$proxyhost set
$proxyport=$proxyport set

$proxyusername=$proxyuser set
$proxypassword=$password set

$proxyhost=$proxyhost set
$proxyport=$proxyport in the following: .
netsh proxy add ///$proxypassword . i've

tried to delete the whole profile in: .
C:\Users\admin>net user administrator

/Delete . and i've found the solution
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thanks for the help . it works like a charm
. Q: Refactor class using Eclipse I have a

Java class named User, which have
several methods in. I'd like to refactor

those methods, but I found very difficult. I
found some refactoring tools, but I want
to refactor all my methods in one class,
but it's not working. Is there any method
to do this? A: Try with refactor -> change
method signature: you will get something
like: What the hell? Thanks to @chriskn

version. Q: OpenGL python glbinding
tutorial I'm trying to use glbinding for this
tutorial, Here is my code from glbinding

import GLBinding from OpenGL.GL import
GLuint, GLboolean def main():

print("Starting...") # Make a window, set
up all OpenGL attributes, including

textures window = GLBinding("Hello,
tutorial!") window.setup_attribs() # Add

buffers to the active OpenGL context
GLuint buffer_ids[] = { GLuint(0),

GLuint(1), } GLuint buffer_ids_size =
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len(buffer_ids) # Set up buffers GL
50b96ab0b6
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II: Die Pankow - Neukölln Is it just me, or

is it a little weird, to think that it was
about 10 years ago that the now moved

into a brand new apartment in a
completely new part of town? When we
first moved in we were thrilled with our
brand new place, a nice little two-room
flat with their own “concrete balcony”

and even a tiny little pool. But, as most
new flats do, some things were not

exactly the way they should be. This was
particularly true of the roof. The rain,

typically, doesn’t come through the roof
very often, but when it does it rarely ever
stops. The rain gets in the flat through all

sorts of places; through the window
screens, the doors, the windows and even
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through the roof when all the window
shutters are closed. As the water

accumulates in the flat, it goes from
being a small puddle and Pics that arrive
of a rainy day to having the potential to
turn your flat into a giant swimming pool

in no time at all. And while this may
sound amusing, it is not. As your flat

starts to fill up with water and you look
out of the window and see what looks like

a giant swimming pool, you don’t think
“Yay, now we can use our flat as our own
private swimming pool and none of our

neighbours can bother us in our own flat”.
No, you think “This is fucking crazy, I

need to get out of this flat now while I still
can”. We moved to Neukölln to get away

from this problem. The area, from the
even more newer apartment buildings to
the mueshme building where my mother
had worked for over 30 years, had the

exact opposite of Pankow. It was literally
next to nothing. A small river ran through
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the middle of the area. Every day the
streets were transformed into rivers, the
streets changed into puddles, and it just
felt like you were living in the middle of

the forest. So we moved, which meant we
had a water problem. But that didn’t

matter. The first week the water got in
our flat, the water company came a few

days later and
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